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Tamir Zone
Terelj

WARNING!
CLIMBING IS DANGEROUS! YOU MAY FACE DEATH,
DISFIGUREMENT, OR SERIOUS INJURY IF YOU
DECIDE TO CLIMB THE ROUTES REPRESENTED IN
THIS BOOK. READ THIS BEFORE YOU USE THIS
BOOK!

Rock climbing is inherently dangerous and any involvement in the
activity could result in serious injury or death. The information
contained within this guide is compiled from many different sources,
and the authors cannot guarentee the accuracy of the information
including but not limited to: topos, drawings, maps, directions, route
descriptions, bolt counts, gear selection, length of climb, grades,
seriousness ratings, objective dangers, safety of fixed protection and
access issues. If you are not willing to assume complete responsibility
for your own actions and life, then DO NOT use this book or the
information contained within.
The publisher and author expressly disclaim all representations
and warranties regarding this guide, the accuracy of the
information contained herein, and the results of your use hereof,
including without limitation, implied warranties of merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. The user assumes all risk
associated with the use of this guide.
If you use this guide and the information contained within, you are
taking your life into your own hands. You face real danger. Be smart,
be safe, use this guide for what it was meant for, a reference for you
to make your own decisions and opinions concerning your safety.
If you have any doubts about you ability to safely climb any of the
routes represented in this book, do not even try to climb. Seek expert
training and instruction. This is not an instructional manual.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR ACTIONS.
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Tamir Zone
Terelj
This guide contains routes mostly put up on a trip in June of 2010.
This guide does not cover getting to Mongolia or the Khogno Khan. It assumes
that you have already taken the time to get where you are going and just shows
some of the established lines we climbed or found. The times listed to the walls
are based on staying at the Ger camp at the base of the Camp Wall in Terelj.

Terelj by Bus
Within all the randomness that is Ulaanbaatar (UB), you will be happy to see
that the bus to Terelj is fairly consistent. Be prepared, however, for a complete Asian
bus experience. Chickens, 15 gallon water drums sloshing all over, and random
bathroom breaks for the driver are all normal everyday occurrences. This will play to
the climbers advantage however, as no one will get upset when you show up to an
over flowing bus with your oversized bags of equipment.
The Terelj to Ulaanbaatar bus has three different stops in UB. The first stop
(beginning point of the line) is on the West side of UB, approximately 25 meters east
of the Narantuul hotel and on the south side of Peace Avenue. All larger bus stops in
UB are easily identified by their newspaper stands, milling crowds, and large “etickets.com.mn” signs. The second stop is directly in front of the Ulaanbaatar Department store and the third stop is approximately 100 meters south of the “eastern 4
roads intersection” in the Sansar area.
The Terelj to Ulaanbaatar bus is fairly easy to spot. It is the number 11 bus
but it is easier to pick it out from the pack by the front banner. In Mongolian “Terelj”
looks fairly similar to how it is written in English (the “r” is a “p” and “j” is a “ж”) and
Ulaanbaatar is easy to spot (it’s the really long word). If you choose to head to Terelj
on a weekend the bus will be even easier to spot, just find the large mass of people
on the east end of the Narantuul bus stop and follow the herd when it starts to move.
But be prepared for a running of the bulls experience if you want a seat.
The bus departs the Narantuul bus stop daily at 11 am and 4 pm. There is
not an exact time table for the subsequent bus stops because UB traffic is too unpredictable. If you want to be guaranteed a seat it is recommended that you get on the
bus at the Narantuul stop. For a more comfortable ride it is highly recommended to
head to Terelj on a weekday (this is especially true if you are carrying a lot of equipment).
Travel time to Terelj is approximately one hour forty five minutes. Once you
pass the Terelj Park fee station along the Thuul River the bus will stop just about anywhere you need it to. Once you spot a favorable formation just stand up and it won’t
be long before the bus stops. If you end up on foot it easy pretty easy to hitch a ride,
just stick a hand out.
The first stop on the return ride is in the village of Terelj next to the school
house along the main road. You can, however, park yourself next to any major intersection along the road and wave down the bus. Return trips depart from Terelj at 8
am, 1 pm, and 6 pm. But please be advised that this is more of an approximation,
as the time table varies greatly depending on number of stops the bus takes and the
amount of travelers aboard. A more accurate estimation of what time the bus “may”
stop can be gained by inquiring at the individual Ger camps.

William Gardner
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Photo: ©Nick Rueff
Nathan Smith on #1
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Anker Wall
Located just off the road, this was one of the first walls bolted in
the Terelj.

1. Unknown 5.10a  15 meters. 5 bolts plus anchors.
Follow the vertical intrusion up jugs then crimps to the mid anchor.
F.A. Conrad Anker 2000
		

2. Unknown 5.11  20 meters. Continue past the anchors
of #1 for 3 more bolts before reaching the upper anchors.
F.A. Unknown

3. Welcome to Mongolia 5.12a  19 meters. 8 bolts
plus anchors. A techy faceclimb on small edges and knobs.
F.A. Steve Schneider 2002

4. Unknown 5.10c  20 meters. 8 bolts plus anchors.
Climb the stacked blocks in the vertical intrusion. Loose blocks.
F.A. Conrad Anker 2000
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Camp Wall
Mostly wide flaring cracks, this wall is host to numerous options for
easier climbs. If you are not staying in the Ger camp at the base,
ask permission to climb.


1. Chinggis Gold 5.12a  13 meters. 5 bolts plus
anchors. The best route in the area. Climb the overhanging face
via chickenheads, scoops and crimps.
F.A. Nick Rueff, Andy Merriman, Nathan Smith, Holly Merriman,
Erin Bergey 2010
		

2. Roof Project 5.? 10 meters. Located around the corner
of the main face. Climb out the sharp roof-crack and up the slabby
face.
F.A. Undone
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Photo: ©Nick Rueff
Erin Bergey on the first ascent of Khaan’s Classic
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Chickenhead Heaven Wall
This large wall is freckled with chickenheads. Although predominately
just off vertical to slabby, there are steep lines on the wall and room
for many more harder lines in the middle of the wall.
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Photo: © Nathan Smith
Holly Merriman on The Mongolian Hi-Steppe
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1. Better Than Nothing 5.7  16 meters. Few small
pieces to 3/4”.Share’s the anchor of #3.
F.A. Andy & Holly Merriman 2007
		

2. Wide But Fun 5.7  16 meters. Few small pieces to
3/4”.Share’s the anchor of #3.
F.A. Andy & Holly Merriman 2007
			

3. Escape to Mongolia 5.9+  16 meters. 5 bolts.
Spraypainted in 2009 for a sport climbing competition. Hopefully
this will not be a trend.
F.A. Holly & Andy Merriman 2007

4. Unknown Slab Toprope 5.8  19 meters. Toprope off
anchors for #5. Spraypainted for a competition.
F.A. Unknown

5. Unknown 5.12  19 meters. 8 bolts plus anchors.
Spraypainted for a competition.
F.A. Unknown
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6. Project 5.? 20 meters. Anchors only.
F.A. Unknown
		

7. Mongolian Route Rage 5.11c  14 meters. 5 bolts
plus anchors. Follow the line of chickenheads just right of the black
waterstreak. One of the best on the wall.
Andy Merriman, Nick Rueff, Holly Merriman, Nathan Smith 2010
			

8. Project 5.13ish  28 meters. 10 bolts plus anchors.
Climb #7 and skip clipping the anchor, going left to the bolt. Hard
climbing.
F.A. Undone
13
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Photo: ©Nick Rueff
Andy Merriman on the first ascent of
Mongolian Route Rage
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9. Khan’s Classic 5.9+  23 meters. 9 bolts plus
anchors. Start on the right leaning dyke and follow the line of
weakness. Harder than it looks.
F.A. Erin Bergey & Holly Merriman, Nathan Smith, Nick Rueff 2010
		

10. The Mongolian Hi-Steppe 5.9-  44 meters. Pitch
1. 11 bolts plus anchors takes you to the first anchor at 30 meters.
This pitch alone is only 5.8-. Pitch 2. 5 bolts plus anchors. A techy
second pitch ups the rating. Pitches 1 and 2 can be combined into
one long pitch.
F.A. Nathan Smith, Andy Merriman, Holly Merriman, Erin Bergey,
Nick Rueff, Jimmy Basler 2010
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11. Get your Ger On 5.10a  29 meters. 10 bolts plus
anchors. Follow the chickenheads then pull the bulge on crystals
and edges.
F.A. Nathan Smith, William Gardner, Andy Merriman, Jimmy Basler
2010
		

12. Jimmy Khan 5.8  14 meters. 7 bolts plus anchors.
Ride the slab waves.
F.A. William Gardner, Jimmy Basler, Andy Merriman, Nathan Smith
2010
BOULDERING

A.

B.

C. Global Jimmy V2  Climb the arete.

Will’s Boulders
Set in a beautifull wide gulley, Will’s boulders are home to many good
and potential problems. Currently there are only a few established
lines but there is room for plenty more.

A. Mini Nads V5  Climb the short arete.

B. V1

C. That’s What She Said V1+  Climb the steep face.

D. Bergatron V3  Climb the knobby face.

B
C
D
A
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Photo: ©Nick Rueff
Will Gardner on his problem, That’s What She Said
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Khogno Khan
For Eden Camp in the Khogno Khan:
Email: info@horseback-mongolia.com
Website: (In French) www.horseback-mongolia.com
Tel: (+976) 9665 0111
There is a lot of untouched granite in this area, but much of it would
need to be bolt protected face climbing. We climbed a lot more
boulders than are included in the topo, but they are scattered
throughout the valley.
Scattered Boulders

Russian Sport
Climbing Wall

EDEN CAMP
Cannabis Corral
Eden
Wall

Green Onion Wall
Five Fingers of Eden Wall

Scoop Boulders
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Photo: © Nathan Smith
Ryan Gellert on Miigaa Mania V5
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Scoop Boulders
Just off the road before you reach Eden Camp is the Scoop Boulders.
Currently there are only a few established lines but there is room for
plenty more.

A. What’s The Scoop V2  Climb the arete.

B. Nick’s Face V4  Climb the center of the face on
the backside of the scoop boulder.

C. Magic Flying Crashpad V5  Sit-down start. Climb the
short overhanging face/arete.

D. Project

E. Death Storm V4  Not on Topo. Located 100 meters
to the left of A. Climb the center of the tall face.

Cannabis Corral
Just behind the teepee’s at Eden Camp is a huge boulder with a
Corral butting up against it. Only a few problems exist.

A. Foxtrot Unicorn V6  Climb the face just left of the
tree.

B. Khan Tron V1  Sitdown start. Climb the left
leaning crack on the far left side of the boulder.

B

A
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Photo: © Nathan Smith
Nick Rueff on the first ascent of Death Storm
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Five Fingers of Eden

4. Prison of Eden 5.9  26 meters.
Nice splitter in the corner.
F.A. Holly Merriman, Erin Bergey, Nick Rueff, Ryan Gellert, Jimmy
Basler, Nathan Smith 2010

5. Rabble, Rabble 5.11  30 meters. Hands to fists,
this climb is a bit wider than it first looks.
F.A. Andy Merriman, Holly Merriman, Nick Rueff 2010
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The Green Onion Wall

1. Nick’s Hesitation 5.10 PG  13 meters.
F.A. TR - Nick Rueff 2010
		

2. Andy’s Exceptional Face 5.11 R  20 meters.
F.A. TR - Andy Merriman 2010

3. Deck the Halls 5.11 R
F.A. TR - Holly Merriman, Erin Bergey 2010
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